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Free download Creating a lead small culture
make your church place where kids belong
reggie joiner Copy
this collection of twenty three essays by duncan stroik shows the development and consistency of his
architectural vision packed with informative essays and over 170 photographs this collection clearly
articulates the church s architectural tradition this book isn t for someone looking to fill pews or increase
numbers in their ministries place matters is for people who want to see kingdom growth through
authentic and intentional relationship between the community and church coauthors coz crosscombe and
bill krispin use biblical expositions strategic principles and real life stories to present the church s role in
its local community if you seek to share the powerful life transforming gospel of jesus christ in your
surrounding community this book is for you small churches need the work of all of their people to survive
and this means that there s a productive place in the church family for every person no matter how
gifted or challenged small churches are uniquely personal and they provide an unparalleled opportunity
for christians to learn grow and live out their faith consciously every day small churches become a family
children of god and brothers and sisters of jesus together there s no place to hide in a small church the
normal human dramas of good and evil sin and repentance forgiveness and reconciliation all happen in
our relationships in the family a small church is a place where people can serve an apprenticeship in faith
learning from those before them and passing on their experience to those around them in a small church
the pastor provides context by preaching and teaching serves as a role model in encouraging the
ministry of others and by loving the people helps them see themselves through god s eyes the rest is up
to the people themselves and to god thompson s study uncovers descriptions of the church that
emphasize certain characteristics presented in the opening scenes of the narrative the blessing and
presence of god the unanimity of the believers the communal caring for one another and the
proclamation of the gospel this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work
as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant there is a major reformation
quietly taking place in our western society millions of people have been moving away from the
institutional church and the trend is accelerating contrary to the expectations that those who move away
and do not attend church are backsliders many are not in fact a vast number moved out of the church
because they are serious about having a vibrant and living faith some have moved away because they
were used and abused by the very institutions and leaders they had trusted among the believers not
attending church there are many who are not only committed but well trained and able to lead to use a
biblical picture many are outside the fold wandering around like sheep without a shepherd not unlike the
situation jesus encountered in israel when he walked the dusty roads and ministered bringing healing
and restoration we read how jesus saw the crowds and had compassion for them his ministry flowed from
his compassion and love while on earth as a man he called and trained disciples and sent them forth to
meet the needs of many in his name they in turn ministered and in time the ekklesia those who
responded to his call and were baptized and filled with the spirit moved from jerusalem into the world in
faith sharing his message and ministering in his name as he promised he showed up wherever two or
three were gathered in his name and nothing could stop this movement lives were touched and
transformed as ordinary people walked in radical authenticity in faith to be extraordinary royal priests
nothing not even persecution could stop them however the foundations of this faith were upended when
the roman emperor constantine became a believer he reshaped the church to be aligned to the roman
state and the priesthood of the believer was abolished in favor of an earthly caste of clergy ruling over
the laity thus dividing the body of christ it led to the dark ages and when the light again broke through
during the reformation this division remained the current quiet reformation is a return to the simplicity of
the early church and many who are leaving institutional christianity are responding to the call of the spirit
to walk in the way a remnant is being gathered and many are finding that the lord is true to his word and
showing up where two or three are gathered in his name ordinary homes are again filled with the spirit as
we meet and minister to one another lives are transformed as ordinary people step out in faith to bring
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hope and healing to the lost and hurting this little booklet provides a guide to anyone wishing to make
his or her home a place where people meet the living lord may you find the courage to step out and be
the one to make him known in your community a place where criminals and political offenders could find
refuge was called a sanctuary it is generally agreed that in this country the privilege of sanctuary was
instituted on the recognition of christianity from an early time down to the days of henry viii fugitives
were safe for certain periods in all the churches and churchyards of the land the origin of the usage is
extremely remote most probably it existed among the israelites before moses gave directions for the
establishment of cities of refuge when the children of israel settled in the promised land the greeks
romans arabs and american indians had their places of refuge an account of the intellectual and cultural
history of church architecture in stuart england based upon the discourse analysis of forty consecration
sermons helicopters patrolled low over the city filming blocks of burning cars and buildings mobs
breaking into storefronts and the vicious beating of truck driver reginald denny for a week in april 1992
los angeles transformed into a cityscape of rage purportedly due to the exoneration of four policemen
who had beaten rodney king it should be no surprise that such intense anger erupted from something
deeper than a single incident in the contested murder of latasha harlins brenda stevenson tells the
dramatic story of an earlier trial a turning point on the road to the 1992 riot on march 16 1991 fifteen
year old latasha harlins an african american who lived locally entered the empire liquor market at 9172
south figueroa street in south central los angeles behind the counter was a korean woman named soon ja
du latasha walked to the refrigerator cases in the back took a bottle of orange juice put it in her backpack
and approached the cash register with two dollar bills in her hand the price of the juice moments later
she was face down on the floor with a bullet hole in the back of her head shot dead by du joyce karlin a
jewish superior court judge appointed by republican governor pete wilson presided over the resulting
manslaughter trial a jury convicted du but karlin sentenced her only to probation community service and
a 500 fine the author meticulously reconstructs these events and their aftermath showing how they set
the stage for the explosion in 1992 an accomplished historian at ucla stevenson explores the lives of
each of these three women harlins du and karlin and their very different worlds in rich detail through the
three women she not only reveals the human reality and social repercussions of this triangular collision
she also provides a deep history of immigration ethnicity and gender in modern america massively
researched deftly written the contested murder of latasha harlins will reshape our understanding of race
ethnicity gender and above all justice in modern america this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile
reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of
our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality
modern editions that are true to the original work this study is an introduction to catholic theology
designed both for the theological student and for the general reader willing to make a certain effort after
introducing the idea of theology adn the virtues desirable in the budding theologian the bulk of the book
falls intro the five sections 1 the tole of philosophy in theology 2 the use of the bible in theology 3 the
resources of tradition liturgy and sacred art fathers councils and creeds the sense of the faithful 4 two
aids to discernment in short history of catholic theology from the new testament to the present day the
conclusion considers the features of pluralism and unity which should typify catholic theology as a whole
and suggests how unity may avoid becoming uniformity without pluralism becoming anarchy kriston r
rennie examines the origins and development of medieval papal representation by exploring the legate s
wider historical legal diplomatic and administrative impact on medieval european law and society this
critical study is key to understanding the growth and power of the medieval church and papacy in the
early middle ages volume v distinguishes religious and spiritual education and takes a multi faith
approach to pedagogic curricular and resource issues the important area of collective worship is also
addressed this book the first in the field for two decades looks at the relationships between geography
and religion it represents a synthesis of research by geographers of many countries mainly since the
1960s no previous book has tackled this emerging field from such a broad interdisciplinary perspective
and never before have such a variety of detailed case studies been pulled together in so comparative or
illuminating a way examples and case studies have been drawn from all the major world religions and
from all continents from both a historical and contemporary perspective major themes covered in the
book include the distribution of religion and the processes by which religion and religious ideas spread
through space and time some of the important links between religion and population are also explored a
great deal of attention is focused on the visible manifestations of religion on the cultural landscape
including landscapes of worship and of death and the whole field of sacred space and religious pilgrimage
this textbook is an interdisciplinary collection of scholarly and religious articles about asian american
christianity its four sections contexts sites identity and voices offer in depth understanding of both
catholic and protestant traditions practices theologies and faith communities it also highlights diversity
and complexity across lines of gender generation denomination race and ethnicity in asian american
christianity vols 13 62 include abridged annual reports and proceedings of the annual meetings of the
american missionary association 1869 1908 v 38 62 include abridged annual reports of the society s
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executive committee 1883 84 1907 1908 this collection considers how religious identity interplays with
other forms and contexts of identity specifically those related to sexual identity it asks how these
intersections are formed negotiated and resisted across time and places including the uk europe north
america australia and the global south questions around queer engagements in same sex marriages civil
partnerships and other practices e g adoption have created a number of provoking stances and policy
provisions but what remains unanswered is how people experience and situate themselves within
sometimes competing or contradictory moments as religious queers who may be tasked with queering
religion additionally the presumed paradoxes of marriage queer sexuality religion and youth combine to
generate a noteworthy generational absence this leads to questions about where religious queers reside
resist and relate experiences of intersecting religious and sexual lives in looking at interconnectedness
this collection offers international contributions which bridge the contradictions in queering religion and
in making visible religious queers it provides insight into older and younger people s understandings of
religiosity queer cultures and religious groups a small but active religious minority in the us has received
much attention for its anti gay political activity much less attention has been paid to the more positive
supportive role that religious based groups play in e g providing housing education and political advocacy
for queer youth queer methodologies and intersectional approaches offer a lens both theoretically and
methodologically to uncover the salience of related social divisions and identities this collection is both
innovative and sensitive to blended identities and their various enactments what is the place of corporate
worship in theological education certainly it is not unexpected to have ministry students attending
seminary chapel but what are the expectations for the students who attend chapel is it to form their
liturgical sensibilities into conformity with a particular worship tradition or style or is it to provide a safe
place to try things that one would be reluctant to experiment with in congregational worship although
common worship for ministry students is almost a given in all theological schools there are few common
understandings about it goals and purposes common worship in theological education is the first book to
address the theological pedagogical and political issues involved in the planning and execution of
seminary chapel it offers voices from across the theological and ecumenical spectrum about chapel as
well as involving multiple disciplines in the conversation this volume provides the first comprehensive
survey of the worship issues at stake in seminary education today the essays in this collection provide
the foundation for a productive conversation within a seminary faculty or among colleagues within a
theological discipline this volume makes the case that the chapel ought to have a seat at the table when
the education mission of a theological school is being discussed so pull up a chair and prepare for a
fascinating conversation first published in 1971 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company the byzantine world presents the latest insights of the leading scholars in the fields of byzantine
studies history art and architectural history literature and theology those who know little of byzantine
history culture and civilization between ad 700 and 1453 will find overviews and distillations while those
who know much already will be afforded countless new vistas each chapter offers an innovative approach
to a well known topic or a diversion from a well trodden path readers will be introduced to byzantine
women and children men and eunuchs emperors patriarchs aristocrats and slaves they will explore
churches and fortifications monasteries and palaces from constantinople to cyprus and syria in the east
and to apulia and venice in the west secular and sacred art profane and spiritual literature will be
revealed to the reader who will be encouraged to read see smell and touch the worlds of byzantine
ceremonial and sanctity liturgy and letters orthodoxy and heresy will be explored by both leading and
innovative international scholars ultimately readers will find insights into the emergence of modern
byzantine studies and of popular byzantine history that are informative novel and unexpected and that
provide a thorough understanding of both when pastor david beck went to haiti with a ministry team he
found himself deeply experiencing the power of being christ s own hands and feet luminous explores
what it means to live out the reality of the incarnation emphasizing the purpose presence power and
peace christ offers us and we in turn extend to the world
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The Place where Thy Glory Dwells 1958 this collection of twenty three essays by duncan stroik shows
the development and consistency of his architectural vision packed with informative essays and over 170
photographs this collection clearly articulates the church s architectural tradition
The Church Building as a Sacred Place 2012 this book isn t for someone looking to fill pews or increase
numbers in their ministries place matters is for people who want to see kingdom growth through
authentic and intentional relationship between the community and church coauthors coz crosscombe and
bill krispin use biblical expositions strategic principles and real life stories to present the church s role in
its local community if you seek to share the powerful life transforming gospel of jesus christ in your
surrounding community this book is for you
Place Matters 2017-09-26 small churches need the work of all of their people to survive and this means
that there s a productive place in the church family for every person no matter how gifted or challenged
small churches are uniquely personal and they provide an unparalleled opportunity for christians to learn
grow and live out their faith consciously every day small churches become a family children of god and
brothers and sisters of jesus together there s no place to hide in a small church the normal human
dramas of good and evil sin and repentance forgiveness and reconciliation all happen in our relationships
in the family a small church is a place where people can serve an apprenticeship in faith learning from
those before them and passing on their experience to those around them in a small church the pastor
provides context by preaching and teaching serves as a role model in encouraging the ministry of others
and by loving the people helps them see themselves through god s eyes the rest is up to the people
themselves and to god
A Place Where Everybody Matters 2010-02-17 thompson s study uncovers descriptions of the church that
emphasize certain characteristics presented in the opening scenes of the narrative the blessing and
presence of god the unanimity of the believers the communal caring for one another and the
proclamation of the gospel
Keeping the Church in Its Place 2006-11-15 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Place of Women in the Church 2019-03-07 there is a major reformation quietly taking place in
our western society millions of people have been moving away from the institutional church and the
trend is accelerating contrary to the expectations that those who move away and do not attend church
are backsliders many are not in fact a vast number moved out of the church because they are serious
about having a vibrant and living faith some have moved away because they were used and abused by
the very institutions and leaders they had trusted among the believers not attending church there are
many who are not only committed but well trained and able to lead to use a biblical picture many are
outside the fold wandering around like sheep without a shepherd not unlike the situation jesus
encountered in israel when he walked the dusty roads and ministered bringing healing and restoration
we read how jesus saw the crowds and had compassion for them his ministry flowed from his compassion
and love while on earth as a man he called and trained disciples and sent them forth to meet the needs
of many in his name they in turn ministered and in time the ekklesia those who responded to his call and
were baptized and filled with the spirit moved from jerusalem into the world in faith sharing his message
and ministering in his name as he promised he showed up wherever two or three were gathered in his
name and nothing could stop this movement lives were touched and transformed as ordinary people
walked in radical authenticity in faith to be extraordinary royal priests nothing not even persecution could
stop them however the foundations of this faith were upended when the roman emperor constantine
became a believer he reshaped the church to be aligned to the roman state and the priesthood of the
believer was abolished in favor of an earthly caste of clergy ruling over the laity thus dividing the body of
christ it led to the dark ages and when the light again broke through during the reformation this division
remained the current quiet reformation is a return to the simplicity of the early church and many who are
leaving institutional christianity are responding to the call of the spirit to walk in the way a remnant is
being gathered and many are finding that the lord is true to his word and showing up where two or three
are gathered in his name ordinary homes are again filled with the spirit as we meet and minister to one
another lives are transformed as ordinary people step out in faith to bring hope and healing to the lost
and hurting this little booklet provides a guide to anyone wishing to make his or her home a place where
people meet the living lord may you find the courage to step out and be the one to make him known in
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your community
The Place of Church History in the College Course of Study 1891 a place where criminals and
political offenders could find refuge was called a sanctuary it is generally agreed that in this country the
privilege of sanctuary was instituted on the recognition of christianity from an early time down to the
days of henry viii fugitives were safe for certain periods in all the churches and churchyards of the land
the origin of the usage is extremely remote most probably it existed among the israelites before moses
gave directions for the establishment of cities of refuge when the children of israel settled in the
promised land the greeks romans arabs and american indians had their places of refuge
The American Travellers' Guides 1881 an account of the intellectual and cultural history of church
architecture in stuart england based upon the discourse analysis of forty consecration sermons
The Constitution of the United States, the Ordinance of 1787, the Organic Act, Act authorizing a state
government, the State Constitution, the Act of Admission into the Union, and sections 1 to 4821 of the
general statutes 1894 helicopters patrolled low over the city filming blocks of burning cars and buildings
mobs breaking into storefronts and the vicious beating of truck driver reginald denny for a week in april
1992 los angeles transformed into a cityscape of rage purportedly due to the exoneration of four
policemen who had beaten rodney king it should be no surprise that such intense anger erupted from
something deeper than a single incident in the contested murder of latasha harlins brenda stevenson
tells the dramatic story of an earlier trial a turning point on the road to the 1992 riot on march 16 1991
fifteen year old latasha harlins an african american who lived locally entered the empire liquor market at
9172 south figueroa street in south central los angeles behind the counter was a korean woman named
soon ja du latasha walked to the refrigerator cases in the back took a bottle of orange juice put it in her
backpack and approached the cash register with two dollar bills in her hand the price of the juice
moments later she was face down on the floor with a bullet hole in the back of her head shot dead by du
joyce karlin a jewish superior court judge appointed by republican governor pete wilson presided over the
resulting manslaughter trial a jury convicted du but karlin sentenced her only to probation community
service and a 500 fine the author meticulously reconstructs these events and their aftermath showing
how they set the stage for the explosion in 1992 an accomplished historian at ucla stevenson explores
the lives of each of these three women harlins du and karlin and their very different worlds in rich detail
through the three women she not only reveals the human reality and social repercussions of this
triangular collision she also provides a deep history of immigration ethnicity and gender in modern
america massively researched deftly written the contested murder of latasha harlins will reshape our
understanding of race ethnicity gender and above all justice in modern america
Arise and Shine Ekklesia 2021-05-07 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original
due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages
because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our
commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality
modern editions that are true to the original work
Old Church Lore 2013-10-03 this study is an introduction to catholic theology designed both for the
theological student and for the general reader willing to make a certain effort after introducing the idea
of theology adn the virtues desirable in the budding theologian the bulk of the book falls intro the five
sections 1 the tole of philosophy in theology 2 the use of the bible in theology 3 the resources of tradition
liturgy and sacred art fathers councils and creeds the sense of the faithful 4 two aids to discernment in
short history of catholic theology from the new testament to the present day the conclusion considers the
features of pluralism and unity which should typify catholic theology as a whole and suggests how unity
may avoid becoming uniformity without pluralism becoming anarchy
Old Churches, Ministers and Families of Virginia 1872 kriston r rennie examines the origins and
development of medieval papal representation by exploring the legate s wider historical legal diplomatic
and administrative impact on medieval european law and society this critical study is key to
understanding the growth and power of the medieval church and papacy in the early middle ages
Glorious Temples or Babylonic Whores 2019-06-07 volume v distinguishes religious and spiritual
education and takes a multi faith approach to pedagogic curricular and resource issues the important
area of collective worship is also addressed
Our Home 1873 this book the first in the field for two decades looks at the relationships between
geography and religion it represents a synthesis of research by geographers of many countries mainly
since the 1960s no previous book has tackled this emerging field from such a broad interdisciplinary
perspective and never before have such a variety of detailed case studies been pulled together in so
comparative or illuminating a way examples and case studies have been drawn from all the major world
religions and from all continents from both a historical and contemporary perspective major themes
covered in the book include the distribution of religion and the processes by which religion and religious
ideas spread through space and time some of the important links between religion and population are
also explored a great deal of attention is focused on the visible manifestations of religion on the cultural
landscape including landscapes of worship and of death and the whole field of sacred space and religious
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pilgrimage
The Contested Murder of Latasha Harlins 2013-06-24 this textbook is an interdisciplinary collection
of scholarly and religious articles about asian american christianity its four sections contexts sites
identity and voices offer in depth understanding of both catholic and protestant traditions practices
theologies and faith communities it also highlights diversity and complexity across lines of gender
generation denomination race and ethnicity in asian american christianity
The Day of the Country Church (1910) 2009-04 vols 13 62 include abridged annual reports and
proceedings of the annual meetings of the american missionary association 1869 1908 v 38 62 include
abridged annual reports of the society s executive committee 1883 84 1907 1908
Shape of Catholic Theology 2003-08-28 this collection considers how religious identity interplays with
other forms and contexts of identity specifically those related to sexual identity it asks how these
intersections are formed negotiated and resisted across time and places including the uk europe north
america australia and the global south questions around queer engagements in same sex marriages civil
partnerships and other practices e g adoption have created a number of provoking stances and policy
provisions but what remains unanswered is how people experience and situate themselves within
sometimes competing or contradictory moments as religious queers who may be tasked with queering
religion additionally the presumed paradoxes of marriage queer sexuality religion and youth combine to
generate a noteworthy generational absence this leads to questions about where religious queers reside
resist and relate experiences of intersecting religious and sexual lives in looking at interconnectedness
this collection offers international contributions which bridge the contradictions in queering religion and
in making visible religious queers it provides insight into older and younger people s understandings of
religiosity queer cultures and religious groups a small but active religious minority in the us has received
much attention for its anti gay political activity much less attention has been paid to the more positive
supportive role that religious based groups play in e g providing housing education and political advocacy
for queer youth queer methodologies and intersectional approaches offer a lens both theoretically and
methodologically to uncover the salience of related social divisions and identities this collection is both
innovative and sensitive to blended identities and their various enactments
History of Duchess County, New York 1882 what is the place of corporate worship in theological
education certainly it is not unexpected to have ministry students attending seminary chapel but what
are the expectations for the students who attend chapel is it to form their liturgical sensibilities into
conformity with a particular worship tradition or style or is it to provide a safe place to try things that one
would be reluctant to experiment with in congregational worship although common worship for ministry
students is almost a given in all theological schools there are few common understandings about it goals
and purposes common worship in theological education is the first book to address the theological
pedagogical and political issues involved in the planning and execution of seminary chapel it offers
voices from across the theological and ecumenical spectrum about chapel as well as involving multiple
disciplines in the conversation this volume provides the first comprehensive survey of the worship issues
at stake in seminary education today the essays in this collection provide the foundation for a productive
conversation within a seminary faculty or among colleagues within a theological discipline this volume
makes the case that the chapel ought to have a seat at the table when the education mission of a
theological school is being discussed so pull up a chair and prepare for a fascinating conversation
Some further observations concerning the place, and manner, and time of burial 1878 first published in
1971 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
A Sermon Concerning the Excellency and Usefulness of the Common Prayer 1695 the byzantine
world presents the latest insights of the leading scholars in the fields of byzantine studies history art and
architectural history literature and theology those who know little of byzantine history culture and
civilization between ad 700 and 1453 will find overviews and distillations while those who know much
already will be afforded countless new vistas each chapter offers an innovative approach to a well known
topic or a diversion from a well trodden path readers will be introduced to byzantine women and children
men and eunuchs emperors patriarchs aristocrats and slaves they will explore churches and fortifications
monasteries and palaces from constantinople to cyprus and syria in the east and to apulia and venice in
the west secular and sacred art profane and spiritual literature will be revealed to the reader who will be
encouraged to read see smell and touch the worlds of byzantine ceremonial and sanctity liturgy and
letters orthodoxy and heresy will be explored by both leading and innovative international scholars
ultimately readers will find insights into the emergence of modern byzantine studies and of popular
byzantine history that are informative novel and unexpected and that provide a thorough understanding
of both
The Foundations of Medieval Papal Legation 2013-11-15 when pastor david beck went to haiti with a
ministry team he found himself deeply experiencing the power of being christ s own hands and feet
luminous explores what it means to live out the reality of the incarnation emphasizing the purpose
presence power and peace christ offers us and we in turn extend to the world
Dr. William Smith's Dictionary of the Bible 1881
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Spiritual and Religious Education 2005-07-15
Sacred Worlds 2002-11-01
Between a Church and a Hard Place 2010
Asian American Christianity Reader 2009-08-20
Notes and Queries 1882
Remarks and Collections of Thomas Hearne 1898
The American Missionary 1891
History of Pasadena 1895
Queering Religion, Religious Queers 2014-02-18
Chambers's Journal of Popular Literature, Science and Arts 1890
The American Architect and Building News 1890
Common Worship in Theological Education 2010-01-01
Church in the Market Place Study Guide 1993-09-01
Mining in the East Midlands 1550-1947 2005-08-08
The History of Waukesha County, Wisconsin, Containing an Account of Its Settlement,
Growth, Development, and Resources ... 1880
The Byzantine World 2010-12-20
Luminous 2013-09-24
Donahoe's Magazine 1880
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